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now, i also want to bring up that electron lets you package up your app. if i were to ship an electron application, it comes with the.app file. thats the one file, and that goes to the applications folder or wherever on the mac. and you can run that, you can double click on that. thats not really the command line, or the entry point. its
actually the icon that you double click on. thats how you actually run your application. you can also open an electron app from outside. so its really up to you whether you want to run it from the command line or from the icon or from the applications folder, but just make sure that you know about those options. its kind of a neat
thing, and now you can run it from any shell or gui or command line or whatever. theyre all the same. i see webtorrent as a progressive protocol, not like bittorrent, which was written in a certain era of the internet. webtorrent is written in a new era of the internet, where its okay to start sharing stuff that might be sketchy. people
dont have to blindly download a file that they just happen to get for free with the first torrent. theres no reason to do that. just because i got this file from something that you did doesnt mean i should go right now and turn off your network and start downloading the file. its great, i actually really like the idea, because as with all
progressive protocols, they get started, and then a high-quality repository becomes the central repository of a lot of content. all the low-quality content is just the source of all the other users, who still have to do a little extra work to figure out what they want, but the advantage of being part of the high-quality repository is that
when they click on the magnet links, theyll be sent to the really nice content and to people who are not just trying to share some file.
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right, so the key thing is the seeding, right? where a torrent becomes popular and suddenly everyone wants to share it and you cant download from anybody because theres too much content, but if you find the right piece of content and youre downloading it, you can find it when theres not enough sharing. but a more efficient
protocol would allow a giant central repository of all the content to exist, then every other user would just be able to download stuff from the central repository. we do have a central repository, but its not really a reliable central repository. in bittorrent, people can get to every other file through us. i think webtorrent could be the
same thing. everyone can get to every other piece of content on the network, and so even though i might not share a few pieces of a file that i have, i can tell you about the pieces that other people are sharing. so you might get a file that is only available on the service here, but you wont know it unless you discover it yourself. [

30:55 ] exactly. all the content that you want to share is in the network, and your friends can find it. like in bittorrent, i believe, if you try to download it, the file will grow. what happens in webtorrent, is its just the opposite of what happens in bittorrent. instead of a file suddenly growing in size and inviting people to download it, the
file gets smaller. instead of growing, the file shrinks. and so, this means that youre constantly starting a piece of content and its growing in size, and then it shrinks in size, and thats a constant happening, and over time, the size of the things that are in the network grows, and its an efficient and progressive network. bittorrent

doesnt work like that. 5ec8ef588b
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